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Abstract

In recent years, technological progress has made Machine Translation (MT) a reality. Significant improvements have been obtained using deep learning models as opposed to rule-based and statistical MT models. Human evaluation still remains under-explored. In 2019 the European Parliament (EP) started an innovation partnership with commercial operators, with the purpose of developing a tool exploiting state-of-the-art, real-time Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and MT technologies to make parliamentary plenary sessions accessible to D/deaf and hard of hearing. In this paper, we present a quantitative and qualitative error analysis carried out on a test set consisting of 78 short speeches delivered by Members of the EP in 19 languages deployed in the EP prototype by November 2022. The taxonomy used for ASR and MT is adapted from the Multidimensional Quality Metrics framework. Results show that sentence segmentation is the biggest issue in the ASR output—not considered using automatic metrics—which often affects the MT output.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the landscape of language translation has been fundamentally transformed by remarkable technological advancements. Machine Translation (MT), once an ambitious aspiration, has now become a tangible reality. This transformation has been primarily fueled by the advent of deep learning models, specifically neural machine translation and transformers. These cutting-edge models have ushered in a new era of translation, eclipsing the limitations of traditional rule-based and statistical MT methods. Deep learning models use the mechanism called attention to improve the performance [1] and have been usually evaluated on offline written translation tasks involving a few language pairs [2].

Very recently, research expanded its focus also on speech machine translation, tackled as a concatenation of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and MT, or as an end-to-end task (i.e. direct translation of speech in language A into text in language B). [3] In the last evaluation campaign of the 19th International Conference on Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT 2022) [5], one of the eight shared tasks focused on real-time speech translation, addressed as translation of ASR output or directly from the audio source and involving English to German, English to Japanese and English to Mandarin Chinese. A novelty of this year campaign is the addition of manual evaluation of real-time outputs.

Like many natural language processing tasks, MT is difficult to evaluate. One of the reasons for this is the nondeterministic nature of translation, i.e. there is more than one correct way to translate from one language into another. Evaluation in shared tasks is usually carried out by means of automatic metrics, BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [6] being the standard for MT evaluation. This metric tries to overcome the nondeterministic nature of translation using multiple references. However, automatic metrics have several limitations [7]. [8] On the other hand, human evaluation, if carried out using fine-grained guidelines to limit subjectivity, can give a clearer indication of the MT output quality. However, being resource expensive (i.e. it is hard to find skilled evaluators; skilled evaluators have a high cost), it has been used limitedly and in small studies. To avoid these limitations, crowdsourced annotators have been used. Unfortunately, crowdsourced annotators are frequently inexperienced. As [10] affirm, crowdsourced human evaluation can be used when MT quality is poor, because it can still provide
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a useful indication; but, as quality improves, it becomes
unfit and leads to erroneous claims.\footnote{One (in)famous claim is that MT has achieved human parity [11, 12, 13].}

In 2019 the European Parliament (EP) started an Innovation Partnership with commercial operators, with the purpose of developing a tool that can perform real-time ASR and MT from and into all the 24 official languages
of the European Union (EU).\footnote{Specifications of the Innovation Partnership are available here: https://etendering.ted.europa.eu/cf/cf-document.html?docId=58722. All links were last accessed on 13/05/2023.} This partnership has the aim of making parliamentary plenary sessions accessible in near-real time to D/deaf and hard of hearing persons.\footnote{Deaf with a capital D denotes individuals who are culturally and linguistically Deaf, often due to congenital deafness or early-life hearing loss. They identify with the Deaf community, characterized by its unique culture, sign languages, and traditions. In contrast, deaf (with a lowercase d) is a general term referring to individuals with a hearing impairment, irrespective of their cultural identification or community affiliation. It describes the audiological condition of partial or complete hearing loss, without specifying sign language usage or cultural ties.} The challenges faced by this project are manifold: the high degree of multilingualism which is highly ambitious considering the technical limits of current MT particularly in a number of low-resource languages, the presence of non-native accents, the large variety of vocabulary/EU jargon required by the numerous specific domains tackled in the plenaries, the low latency constraints to have transcriptions and translations in near-real time, and the required high quality of the output. By November 2022, 19 language models have been developed and made available via a demo interface. These languages are English (EN), French (FR), German (DE), Spanish (ES), Italian (IT), Portuguese (PT), Bulgarian (BG), Czech (CS), Slovak (SK), Croatian (HR), Lithuanian (LT), Finnish (FI), Hungarian (HU), Swedish (SV) and Slovenian (SI).

In this paper, we present a quantitative and qualitative study—using Word Error Rate (WER) metric [14] and manual human evaluation—on a test set consisting of short speeches delivered by members of the EP in the 19 languages already deployed in the prototype.\footnote{This study and paper was written while the author was working for the European Parliament Unit in charge of the prototype management and evaluation. This is not the official evaluation methodology employed by the Parliament to evaluate the prototype.} The aim of this study is to evaluate the quality of both ASR and MT output and to reflect on the different insights of the same text given by different annotators. The manual human evaluation is based on an error taxonomy adapted from the Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) framework\footnote{MQM website available here: https://themqm.org/} and applied to part of the test set during Stage 2 of the project.\footnote{Stage 1 models were trained during 2020-2021, Stage 2 languages during 2021-2022. Stage 1 ASR models have been updated in August 2022. Both ASR and MT models are developed by Cedat85 consortium. During Stage 1 of the project 10 language models were deployed; during Stage 2, 9 other language models were added. This order is maintained in Table 1. Stage 1 models were trained during 2020-2021, Stage 2 languages during 2021-2022. Stage 1 ASR models have been updated in August 2022. Both ASR and MT models are developed by Cedat85 consortium.} The MQM framework, developed in the EU QTLaunchPad and QT21 projects, provides a hierarchy of translation errors that can be adapted according to the application. We devised our taxonomy consisting of different error categories for ASR and MT and 3 severity levels (i.e. neutral, minor and major). We decided to exclude critical errors as in [10]. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we describe the methodology applied for automatic and manual human evaluation; in Section 3 we report the results quantitatively and qualitatively analysed per language and per annotator; Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Methodology description

We evaluated ASR using both automatic metrics, in particular WER and human evaluation, and MT only relying on human evaluation. Human evaluation for both ASR and MT is carried out under the MQM framework. We describe the procedures and the experimental setup in the subsequent sections.

2.1. Automatic evaluation

Automatic evaluation was used only for ASR. The metric used is WER.\footnote{Script written by Dr. Claudio Fantinuoli available here: https://github.com/fantinuoli/WERvisual/blob/main/wer.py.} The test set consists of 92 short speeches (minimum = 01:01; maximum = 05:10; average = 01:39; standard deviation = 00:39) delivered in March and May 2022 plenaries by members of the EP. The speeches are in the 19 languages deployed in the tool by November 2022. See Table 1 for more details. Languages are ordered according to deployment in the tool.\footnote{During Stage 1 of the project 10 language models were deployed; during Stage 2, 9 other language models were added. This order is maintained in Table 1. Stage 1 models were trained during 2020-2021, Stage 2 languages during 2021-2022. Stage 1 ASR models have been updated in August 2022. Both ASR and MT models are developed by Cedat85 consortium.} The corrections are performed by two native speakers per language and a third annotator is involved to solve disagreement.

2.2. Human evaluation

The error taxonomy is germane to the MQM framework and includes different categories for ASR and MT, sharing the same severity scale—i.e. neutral, minor, major (see Figure 1 in Appendix A for the decision tree). The
error categories used for ASR error annotation are over-segmentation, under-segmentation, lexical substitution, lexical deletion, lexical addition, morpho-syntactic errors (e.g. number agreement, part of speech substitution), terminology (e.g. named entities and terms). The categories used for MT error annotation are accuracy (e.g. meaning is not rendered in its entirety), punctuation, grammar, register (formality, gender-marked pronouns), terminology (including the presence of non-words, spelling errors or incorrect terms), other and unintelligible. Unintelligible is used to mark segments containing more than 5 major errors [10]. Other should be used in rare cases in which none of the existent error categories apply. Neutral errors weight 0 points, minor errors 1, major 5. Except for unintelligible which weights 5, if minor, and 25, if major. These weights are similar to those used in [10].

We involved four annotators. All received the annotation guidelines and a training. After a few annotations a further meeting was scheduled to clear doubts. We involved four annotators with different backgrounds and knowledge of the languages. For reference, we call them annotator A, B, C and D (henceforth, Ann for annotator). Ann A has a background in Translation studies and is an experienced translator at the EP. Ann B was a trainee at the EP with a master’s degree in Translation and previous experience on the MQM framework. Ann C was a trainee at the EP with a master’s degree in Translation and no previous experience on ASR and MT evaluation. Ann D is a communications assistant at the EP with a background in interpretation, with no experience on the MQM framework, but with experience on ASR and MT evaluation.

In Table 2 we report their self-reported knowledge of the languages according to the CEFR levels.\footnote{For more details about the CEFR levels see the website: https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/level-descriptions.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotator</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>CEFR level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann A</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Native language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann B</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Native language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Native language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann C</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Native language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann D</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Native language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Annators and language knowledge.

The annotated test set consists of 48 documents in 6 languages (EN, IT, FR, ES, RO, and DE): 18 automatic transcriptions (3 speeches per language, with an identification number from 1 to 6) and 30 translations (from and into the 6 above mentioned languages). In Table 3 we report the evaluated task and the involved languages, the number of speeches (with an identification number between brackets to be able to identify them when used as source and target and also in the automatic evaluation results reported in Table 4), and the annotators providing the annotations.

3. Results

3.1. Automatic evaluation

ASR was evaluated in two different scenarios: first, in sessions with more than one speech but all in the same language; second, in sessions with more than one speech, each in a different language. This is possible because the tool has a feature called Language Identification (LID), which is used to identify the language spoken and subsequently transcribe the audio in the identified language. WER results (computed per session) are reported in Table 4. In the table body, from row 2 to 7, we report the WER obtained in the speeches also undergoing human evaluation. This is the reason why we have multiple rows for the same language (e.g. EN LID on with id code
Table 3
Human evaluation test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated task</th>
<th># speeches</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASR RO</td>
<td>3 speeches (1)</td>
<td>Ann A – B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR IT</td>
<td>3 speeches (2)</td>
<td>Ann B – C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR EN</td>
<td>3 speeches (3)</td>
<td>Ann B – C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR ES</td>
<td>3 speeches (4)</td>
<td>Ann B – C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR FR</td>
<td>3 speeches (5)</td>
<td>Ann C – D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASR DE</td>
<td>3 speeches (6)</td>
<td>Ann B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT EN-IT</td>
<td>3 speeches (3)</td>
<td>Ann B – C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT EN-RO</td>
<td>3 speeches (3)</td>
<td>Ann A – B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT EN-FR</td>
<td>3 speeches (3)</td>
<td>Ann C – D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT EN-ES</td>
<td>3 speeches (3)</td>
<td>Ann B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT EN-DE</td>
<td>3 speeches (3)</td>
<td>Ann B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT RO-IT</td>
<td>3 speeches (1)</td>
<td>Ann A – B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT IT-EN</td>
<td>3 speeches (2)</td>
<td>Ann B – C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT ES-IT</td>
<td>3 speeches (4)</td>
<td>Ann B – C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT FR-IT</td>
<td>3 speeches (5)</td>
<td>Ann C – D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT DE-IT</td>
<td>3 speeches (6)</td>
<td>Ann B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. indicating the speeches subjected to human evaluation, and then again EN LID on, non subjected to human evaluation.

Table 4
ASR: Averaged WER results. Source id in brackets links the speeches with those in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language (source id)</th>
<th>LID</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All 19, 1 speech each</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO (1)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT (2)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN (3)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES (4)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>4.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR (5)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE (6)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>9.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>9.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>11.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>10.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that LID does not have a big impact on WER (e.g. EN, HU), except for PL (almost 3% WER difference), but the main difference in WER is due to different speeches (e.g. IT, in which the 3 speeches with LID on have a lower WER than the 3 with LID off, or EN with LID on in different interventions with more than 4% WER difference).\(^{12}\)

3.2. Human evaluation

We investigated manual annotation quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative evaluation is based on an average score per document and annotator. Qualitative evaluation takes error categories and severities into account.

3.2.1. Quantitative evaluation

Same speeches, different annotators. For each annotator, we calculated a score per document by averaging the segment-level scores. Results are shown in Figures 2–6 in Appendix A. In general, ASR output received higher scores than expected, especially in languages in which WER is lower than 5% (i.e. RO, IT, ES). This can be due to the fact that WER metric does not take punctuation into account, thus over- and under-segmentation issues are not counted. Also, in WER calculation all errors have the same weight (e.g. a missing negation changing completely the meaning of the sentence has the same weight of any other missing token). MT output received lower scores if compared to ASR output. This might mean that some errors in ASR are well handled in translation. When both annotators are native speakers of the target language, their scores are more similar. This is the case of Ann A and B in EN-RO (Figure 2), Ann B and C in EN-IT (Figure 4), Ann B and C in ES-IT (Figure 5). The same applies to Ann C and D (Figure 6) in the annotation of FR-IT MT, although Ann D displays a different annotation behaviour than Ann B and C. In fact, Ann D tends to annotate fewer errors. This could be influenced by their different backgrounds (interpreter vs. translator).

Averaging the scores attributed by the two annotators (ASR and translation into IT using the ASR output as source, except for IT, that is translated into EN), we obtain the following order (from the presumably best output to the worse): ES (average = 17.3), IT (average = 24.5), FR

\(^{12}\)Please note that this could be due to pure chance and since the test set is small, we do not report statistical tests.
were considered to be straightforward (at least in their

The same errors are annotated as lexical substitutions by

The order considering WER would be RO, IT, ES, FR, EN. (average = 24.7), EN (average = 25.3), RO (average = 40.8).

According to Ann B (Figure 7), we can order the lan-

13 in Appendix A.

Here we com-

None of the annotators, as in Example 1.

The contrary. In fact, different annotators draw opposite
pictures of their presence and importance. For exam-
ple, in Figure 9, we can notice that Ann A weighs more
over-segmentation errors than under-segmentation errors in
RO transcription, while Ann B does the opposite. The
system results on punctuation marking, and full stop
identification, in particular, seems to be below state-of-
the-art performance [16]. Ann C (Figures 10–13) seems
to be more severe about morpho-syntactic errors in ASR.
The same errors are annotated as lexical substitutions by
the other annotators, as in Example 1.

According to Ann B (Figure 7), we can order the lan-
guages from the best output to the worse: ES (average = 14.33), IT (average = 27.00), DE (average = 29.44),
EN (average = 36.67) and RO (average = 46.33). Accordin-
g to Ann C (Figure 8), the order would be: ES (aver-
age = 13.67), IT (average = 18.50), EN (average = 26.33)
and FR (average = 27.50).

3.2.2. Qualitative evaluation

Each annotator draws a different picture of each text,
being that the product of ASR or MT. As far as ASR
output is concerned, we report the results in Figures 9–
13 in Appendix A.

Despite we did not put a major emphasis on over-
and under-segmentation errors during training, as they
were considered to be straightforward (at least in their
identification), the disagreement in annotations suggests
the contrary. In fact, different annotators draw opposite
pictures of their presence and importance. For exam-
ple, in Figure 9, we can notice that Ann A weighs more
over-segmentation errors than under-segmentation errors in
RO transcription, while Ann B does the opposite. The
system results on punctuation marking, and full stop
identification, in particular, seems to be below state-of-
the-art performance [16]. Ann C (Figures 10–13) seems
to be more severe about morpho-syntactic errors in ASR.
The same errors are annotated as lexical substitutions by
the other annotators, as in Example 1.

REF: Protéger les citoyens de la haine en ligne, voici un bel usage des technologies les plus avancées. Et voici aussi un usage très appro- prié de l’Union européenne.

"Protecting citizens from online hate, here is a good use of the most advanced technologies. And here a very appropriate use by the Euro-

As far as MT output is concerned, we report the results
in Figures 14–20 in Appendix A. We notice the inap-
propriate use of the unintelligible category. Unintelligible
should mark segments in which it is impossible to under-
stand the message and to identify all the errors that led to
the incomprehensible segment. The fact that on the same
set, different annotators used it or not, it is a clear sign of
misunderstanding (Figures 15, 17, 18 and 19). In fact, in
Example 2, unintelligible is used in a segment in which it
is possible to understand the meaning, although there is
a minor grammatical error (attaccano ‘they attack’) and a
minor accuracy error (relative clause instead of adverbial
clause, che ‘that’ substituting per ‘to’).

As far as MT output is concerned, we report the results
in Figures 14–20 in Appendix A. We notice the inap-
propriate use of the unintelligible category. Unintelligible
should mark segments in which it is impossible to under-
stand the message and to identify all the errors that led to
the incomprehensible segment. The fact that on the same
set, different annotators used it or not, it is a clear sign of
misunderstanding (Figures 15, 17, 18 and 19). In fact, in
Example 2, unintelligible is used in a segment in which it
is possible to understand the meaning, although there is
a minor grammatical error (attaccano ‘they attack’) and a
minor accuracy error (relative clause instead of adverbial
clause, che ‘that’ substituting per ‘to’).

Ann C marked the errors in bold in Example 1 as morpho-
syntactic errors of a major nature, Ann D as lexical sub-
stitution of a minor nature. This is a blurry area, if you
consider that both are functional words and in other lan-
guages could be rendered morphologically. We think that
in a multilingual perspective, these should be treated as
morphological being functional words. However, prob-
ably they are not major errors, as they do not affect a
main idea of the speech (decision tree in Figure 1).

As far as MT output is concerned, we report the results
in Figures 14–20 in Appendix A. We notice the inap-
propriate use of the unintelligible category. Unintelligible
should mark segments in which it is impossible to under-
stand the message and to identify all the errors that led to
the incomprehensible segment. The fact that on the same
set, different annotators used it or not, it is a clear sign of
misunderstanding (Figures 15, 17, 18 and 19). In fact, in
Example 2, unintelligible is used in a segment in which it
is possible to understand the meaning, although there is
a minor grammatical error (attaccano ‘they attack’) and a
minor accuracy error (relative clause instead of adverbial
clause, che ‘that’ substituting per ‘to’).

As far as MT output is concerned, we report the results
in Figures 14–20 in Appendix A. We notice the inap-
propriate use of the unintelligible category. Unintelligible
should mark segments in which it is impossible to under-
stand the message and to identify all the errors that led to
the incomprehensible segment. The fact that on the same
set, different annotators used it or not, it is a clear sign of
misunderstanding (Figures 15, 17, 18 and 19). In fact, in
Example 2, unintelligible is used in a segment in which it
is possible to understand the meaning, although there is
a minor grammatical error (attaccano ‘they attack’) and a
minor accuracy error (relative clause instead of adverbial
clause, che ‘that’ substituting per ‘to’).

In Example 2 we also notice over-segmentation errors
in the ASR transcription cascading in MT (Acest lucru necesită un răspuns rapid și unit).

"Protecting citizens from online hate. Here is a good use. The most advanced technologies. This
is also a very appropriate use by the European Union."

In Example 2 we also notice over-segmentation errors
in the ASR transcription cascading in MT (Acest lucru necesită un răspuns rapid și unit).

"Protecting citizens from online hate. Here is a good use. The most advanced technologies. This
is also a very appropriate use by the European Union."

In Example 2 we also notice over-segmentation errors
in the ASR transcription cascading in MT (Acest lucru necesită un răspuns rapid și unit).
An actual unintelligible error is instead reported in Example 4. LID errors in this case caused unintelligibility in the translation because the same portions of audio were transcribed in different languages (transcribed as IT, PL, and CS). Perhaps including the information about the source language in the translated output could be useful to reduce the impact that LID errors like these have in the MT understanding. Morpho-syntactic errors annotated in the ASR are frequently correct in the MT output. Over-segmentation, instead, in particular when involves a full stop, remains unchanged in the MT output, as MT models usually mirror the punctuation of the source text.

4. Conclusion

We presented a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the tool that has been developed in the context of a EP’s Innovation Partnership. We used WER score and human manual evaluation to evaluate the quality of ASR, and only human evaluation for MT quality. The average WER is 6.43% in the multilingual test set made of 19 languages deployed by November 2022, which is very low but it does not take into account segmentation issues. Human evaluation highlighted the need for refining sentence segmentation, especially in languages in which the WER was very low (e.g. RO and IT). This could indicate that WER by itself is not enough to have a clear picture of the quality of the transcription. However, human evaluation remains a highly subjective task which attains all categories, also those considered clear-cut categories (e.g. sentence segmentation). The annotators’ background has an influence on error severity perception and error identification, and should be investigated in detail. In line with what found in [17], we also found that annotators’ sensitivity in deepening the error annotation is a main cause of disagreement, in this case due to the attempt to annotate also the consequences of the error. Quantitative results of human evaluation considering the ASR output and its translation into IT (except for IT translated into EN) indicate ES as qualitatively better output, followed by IT, FR and EN, and RO as the worse output. In general, annotators rated ASR output worse than the MT output. However, this might be a consequence of the attitude of annotators putting too much emphasis on the provided reference transcription of the speech, not considering that, especially if punctuation is concerned, it is only one of the possible accepted transpositions. Qualitative results highlighted that different annotators draw different pictures of the same speeches and that a second round of annotations would be necessary to reduce disagreement and to clarify the use of error categories, like unintelligible, frequently improperly applied.
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A. Figures

Figure 1: Decision tree used to annotate error severity.

Figure 2: Ann A and B annotations of RO ASR, EN-RO MT and RO-IT MT.

Figure 3: Ann B and C annotations of IT ASR and IT-EN MT.

Figure 4: Ann B and C annotations of EN ASR and EN-IT MT.

Figure 5: Ann B and C annotations of ES ASR and ES-IT MT; Ann B annotations of EN-ES MT.

Figure 6: Ann C and D annotations of FR ASR, EN-FR MT and FR-IT MT.
Figure 7: RO, IT, EN, ES, and DE annotated by Ann B. In the figure, SL stands for Source Language, TL for Target Language.

Figure 8: IT, EN, ES, and FR annotated by Ann C. In the figure, SL stands for Source Language, TL for Target Language.

Figure 9: Error categories as annotated by Ann A and B in ASR RO.

Figure 10: Error categories as annotated by Ann B and C in ASR IT.

Figure 11: Error categories as annotated by Ann C and D in ASR FR.

Figure 12: Error categories as annotated by Ann B and C in ASR ES.

Figure 13: Error categories as annotated by Ann B and C in ASR EN.
Figure 14: Error categories as annotated by Ann A and B in MT EN-RO.

Figure 15: Error categories as annotated by Ann A and B in MT RO-IT.

Figure 16: Error categories as annotated by Ann B and C in MT ES-IT.

Figure 17: Error categories as annotated by Ann B and C in MT EN-IT.

Figure 18: Error categories as annotated by Ann B and C in MT IT-EN.

Figure 19: Error categories as annotated by Ann C and D in MT EN-FR.

Figure 20: Error categories as annotated by Ann C and D in MT FR-IT.